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Abstract
The appearance of an object depends on its reflectance. Here, appearances depend on the
reflectance, illumination, and observation. Of the three factors that control appearance, reflectance is the most difficult to deal

with. An eight-dimensional

reflectance field can com-

pletely represent an appearance consisting ofthe reflectances ofobjects, illumination, observa-

tion, and interreflections between objects. However, because of the high dimensionality, 8-D
reflectance fields have not been developed.
To realize practical use of an 8-D reflectance field,

I have designed a measuring

system, a

computing framework, and a rapid measurement method for a 4-D reflectance field and applied
them practically.

In designing the system, one of the important issues is how to uniformly deal with

the

rays in a scene. Ideally, many projectors and cameras should be placed spherically around
the target scene. However, such a system is infeasible. So, I developed a polyhedral mirror
named the turtleback reflector, exploiting characteristics

of an ellipsoid and geodesic

domes

that are approximatbly regular polyhedrons. Combining the turtleback reflector with a projector

and camera, many virtual projectors and cameras can be placed uniformly but sparsely on a
hemisphere. Doing this makes it possible to measure entire 8-D reflectance fields.

Next,

I

solved the problem of there being no computing framework for 8-D reflectance

fields. I have proposed a framework for imaging with 8-D reflectance fields that unifies various individual computational photography techniques. Here,

I show the formulations of three

computational photography techniques in my framework and the computational result using
my system with the turtleback reflector.
Another problem is the measuring time of reflectance fields. Measuring time is very long
even for a 4-D reflectance field because although the light reflected in various directions can be

captured at the same time, we cannot simply illuminate the scene in various directions to acquire reflected light for each illumination. Accordingly, I have developed a method for rapidly
measuring reflectance properties

in 4-D reflectance fields. This method exploits the dichro-

matic reflection to analyze the angular period of each illumination direction, which makes it

possible to separate the reflected light for each illumination. This adaptive method acquires
refl ectance properties rapidly.

Finally, I show the usefulness of 8-D reflectance fields. Although few techniques have been
proposed that use 8-D reflectance fields, this does not mean the applications are useless.

I

propose a useful application, the hemispherical confocal imaging. This technique can capture

only a particular depth clearly, only when the measuring system provides 4-D illumination and
observation in various directions on a hemisphere around the target.

In this research I have established the fundamental techniques for practical 8-D reflectance
field imaging by designing a measuring system, rapid measurement technique, method of computation, and novel computational photography techniques.
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Chapter

I

Introduction
People post many photos on the internet of things that fascinate us. Almost all of them use dig-

ital cameras to capture such scenes. Because recent digital cameras have megapixel resolution,
a captured image can provide us

with details of the target scene. However, the appearances of

the scenes change with the focus, viewpoint, and lighting, which cannot be changed once the
images are captured. That is because an image has just two-dimensional information.
The image represents information from the rays that reached a camera lens. When the lens
gathers rays from the object focal point, the rays are refracted and converge at a sensor at the

image focal point. Here, the information of every ray is collapsed into one pixel intensity,
where the variation of each ray angle is lost in the captured image. In a lens, the focal plane

is changed by changing the variation of the gathered ray angles. So, if we have all of the ray
information for every angle, we can produce an image when focusing at an arbitrary depth.
The ray information is provided by the illumination of the scene from surrounding light
sources. When the illumination varies, the ray information consisting of reflected light from the
scene also varies. Hence, to store appearances of the scene, we should measure all information

in every reflected illumination ray
However, it is difficult to completely measure it. In this dissertation, I address the problem.

1.1 Computational

Photography

To acquire more information about a scene than just an image, we should know how informa-

tion is lost in capturing an image by camera. Also, we should consider how to maintain, at
least, the important information in captured rays for specific applications.
The digital camera has evolved so that we can store a beautiful scene in a vivid image with

high-resolution sensors and digital image processing. However, the scheme of capturing has
not changed except for replacement of sensitive films with digital sensors. Present cameras use

a conventional lens, diaphragm, and flash to capture images. Hence, because the process

of

maintaining information has not changed, much information has been collapsed.
Recently, many researchers have been interested in changing this scheme. In computational
photography, the lens aperture has been coded to make all-in-focus images [1]. The exposure

time has also been coded to deblur images that capture moving objects [2]. Although conventional cameras do not always need image processing to provide us with an image, novel cameras
often need image processing to provide us with an excellent image. This way, computational
photography can create great effects in an image using computation-based optics.
So far, photography has been about integrating ray intensities from a scene. The lighting

is used only for flash. However, because illumination conditions change appearances, sophisticated illumination can add novel features to photography. For example, Kim et al. [3] have
proposed a simple but very interesting technique. In highlighted depth-of-field photography,
a projector projects aand focuses a pattern onto the target object. Here, the patterns on the

other objects are blurred. Kim et al. [3] analyzed the focused pattern to brighten the target
object and darken the other objects. So, they used a projector as sophisticated illumination and
successfully emphasized the target object.

In brief, the purpose of computational photography is to maintain important properties of a
scene in a captured image via specially designed optics. Camera optics and scene

have been designed to achieve this. Here,

illumination

it is important to understand what property

can be

included in a captured image.

1.2 8-DimensionalReflectanceField
An image captured by a camera represents an appearance of a scene under specific conditions.
What we can acquire from images is determined by the limitation of the finest appearance
information.
The appearances of an object or a scene depend on how the light is reflected at the surface.

If

we want to control the appearance freely, we need all of the properties of the scene. So, in

computer graphics great effort has been made to create realistic images of synthetic objects that
do not really exist. To do this, many researchers have addressed how to measure the property,
how to model the property, how to image the property, and how to deal with the interreflection.

However,

if

we want to control the appearances of real objects under arbitrary illumination,

we can do it using reflectance fields of the scene. This is called an image-based technique:
image-based rendering, and image-based relighting.
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Figure 1.1: Descriptions of the light and reflectance fields. Both illumination and reflection can
be described as a 4DLF. Hence the combination can be represented as an 8DRF.

The image of a scene varies when the viewpoint or the illumination changes.

It is well

known that an appearance can be perfectly represented by a set ofrays.

First, we consider rays reflected from the scene. A ray can be expressed by the passing
point (r, y,z) in the direction (0,0) as shown in Fig.l.l(a). Hence, the intensity of the ray
can be defined by five parameters. This description of the rays is called the light

field. Here,

assuming the ray is not attenuated, the intensity of the ray can be defined by four parameters,
(s,

t) and (u,a), on two planes as shown in Fig.l.1(b). While this is a standard representation,

it cannot describe rays that are parallel to the two planes. Hence, in this research we define the
light field using a hemisphere that covers the scene as shown in Fig.l.1(c). The ray is denoted
by its position on the hemispherc

Dp : (0a,/6) and its direction

C

a

:

(u^,rn). This is a

four-dimensional light field (4DLF) denoted by Fp(Dp, C6), which can represent all the rays
reflected from the scene.

Similarly, the illumination on the scene is also described as a light field. As shown in

Fig.l.l(d), the incident ray can be defined by its position on the hemisphere

Dt :

(0",d")

and its direction C

r : (ur,ur).

Hence, we can denote the 4DLF of the illumination by

FL(DL,C L).
The relationship between the 4DLF of the illumination F7 andthe 4DLF of the reflection F6

is called the reflectance field. Hence, we can denote the reflectance field with eight parameters
bv

F(D",C

1,

Dp,C p),

(1.1)

consisting of the two 4DLFs of illumination and reflection. This eight-dimensional reflectance

field (8DRF) can perfectly describe the image of the scene from arbitrary view points under
arbitrary illumination conditions.
Ultimately, using a projector and camera, we can acquire the information on rays in a 3-D
scene as an 8-D reflectance fleld.

1.3

Computational Photography based on 8-Dimensional Reflectance Field

If the 8-D reflectance fields can be measured and computed, we canrealtze various applications,
exploiting the information by controlling the illumination and observation.
The quality of industrial and consumer products should be assessed with appearances of
high accuracy. We should understand how product appearances vary with every viewing angle under various lighting conditions. The 8-D reflectance field can completely represent the
appearances. Further, to guarantee processing accuracy, the appearance information can give
clues to detect product flaws. That is because even microscopic flaws and bumps on the surface of the target object reflect its appearance like a Chinese magic mirror, which looks like a
planar mirror but actually has slight bumps on the surface that reflect sunlight toward a planar

wall with a pattern that depends on the bumps. Hence, if the difference in appearance between
products with and without flaws could be measured, a flaw could be detected and quantitatively
verified.

Similarly, appearances could be stored accurately and in high detail for archiving objects
of cultural heritage. If they have been measured, the appearances can be reproduced for any
observation conditions and shown to people who cannot go to the places where the objects are
displayed. Because the appearance depends on the reflectance properties of the target materials,
we should store information on the reflectance properties by measuring the materials in detail.
However, no application techniques have been developed that use the 8-D reflectance field.
So,

I have developed

the measuring device and computing framework for an 8DRF, and

apply it to an example.

will

1.4

Outline

I have discussed on the practical use of an 8-D reflectance field. In this dissertation, I describe
how to measure and apply it. The dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter

3 I design a mirror device to measure

reflectance fields. The target reflectance fields

are not restricted to SDRFs and include lower-dimensional ones. I explain how to exploit

conic curves to design mirrors and describe the difference between curved mirrors and
polyhedral mirrors. Last,

I

show how to implement the turtleback reflector designed to

measure an 8-D reflectance field uniformly and

widely. For a spherical distribution, I

used an ellipsoidal shape to exploit the characteristics. For uniformity,

I

used a geodesic

dome that can be approximated as a regular polyhedron. With this, I developed a turtleback reflector consisting of fifty mirrors. Combining it with a projector and camera, each

mirror makes a virtual projector and camera on a hemisphere with a uniform density.
Thus,

I can illuminate

a target scene

with fifty projectors and observe the light reflected

from the scene with fifty cameras. This is the measurement of 8-D reflectance fields.

Chapter

4I

introduce a lower-dimensional slice of the 8-D reflectance field. An 8DRF in-

cludes the reflectance properties that can represent generalized appearances of materials.

The representations do not always use all the dimensions of 8DRFs. With four dimensions, we can assume a type of four-dimensional reflectance field to be a bi-directional re-

flectance distribution function that represents reflectance properties of opaque and homogeneous materials. We can assume a type of six-dimensional reflectance field to be a bi-

directional texture function that represents reflectance properties of opaque and inhomogeneous materials.

If using all eight dimensions, we can assume the 8-D reflectance field

to be a bi-directional scattering surface distribution function that represents reflectance
properties of general translucent materials.

Chapter

5 I describe a rapid measuring

technique for reflectance fields. First of all, I address

the measurement of isotropic BRDFs, which consists of a three-dimensional reflectance

field, for clues to physically analyzing 8-D reflectance fields. In the technique, I multiplex illumination using dichromatic reflection. However, the isotropic BRDF does not
assume that the reflected light is not overlapped in every direction. So, under multiplexed

illumination, the reflected light generally overlaps in some directions, and we cannot restore reflected light for every direction of illumination. Here,

I show how

the overlapped

reflection can be restored if the illumination is multiplexed adaptively for the target reflectance property.

Chapter 6 I propose a framework for imaging 8-D reflectance fields. Because there is much
information in the 8-D reflectance field, a method of image computation is needed that
creates an image with novel characteristics that cannot be seen in a normal image. Also,

the computational framework is useful for considering the previously proposed techniques. This shows the similarity among the techniques. To confirm the usefulness of
the framework, I unify three computational photography techniques using my framework

with the turtleback reflector svstem.

Chapter 7 I propose a novel application to image a particular depth clearly. Here,I show how

to analyze 8-D reflectance fields by controlling the illumination and observation. For
the illumination, I propose focused high-frequency illumination to illuminate only the
desired depth with a computation of high-dimensional illumination. To reduce undesired

effects in the computed image of the target depth,

I

analytically factorize the images

into reflectance and three undesired effects consisting of occlusion, attenuation, spatially
varying illuminance.

L.5
I

Contribution
designed a measuring device

for 8DRFs which exploits conic curve characteristics.

Hence, designing the measuring devices becomes easy.

I

established a computational framework that uniformly expresses some computational

photography that relates light fields and reflectance fields. WIth this, The relationships
among presented techniques become clear.

I showed that the usefulness of measuring 8-D reflectance

field on a hemisphere by

proposing a novel imaging technique that clearly capture an occluded and attenuated
surface texture.

I

showed that the high dimensionality is very useful by the proposed device and appli-

cation even

if

the resolution is quite low because of a trade-off between the measuring

resolution and dimension when using a mirror system like the turtleback reflector that
has many planar mirrors.

Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Measuring Device

Reflectance Property
To represent general appearances of an object, reflectance properties of materials which the
object consists of is useful. The reflectance property is dependent on the microscopic shape
and the opacity of the material surface. The reflectance property canbe used for various appli-

cations, for example, creating realistic computer graphics, inspections of painted surfaces, and
so on. So far, various measurement systems have been developed.

Li et al. [4] have developed

the gonioreflectometer which is a straightforward device to measure BRDFs by rotating the

light source around the target material. The systems using concave mirrors t5] t6l
have developed to speed-up the measurements where the mirrors gather reflected light from a
tatget point on the material surface. However, to measure fine reflectance properties, it takes
sensor and

tremendously long time because the measurement system must illuminate the target point in all

directions individually, and measure the reflected light in all directions for each illumination,
especially for the system with mechanical drives.
Recently, to measure fine reflectance properties rapidly, the systems combining a projector

with a concave mirror. Mukaigawa et al. [7] use an ellipsoidal mirror, and Ghosh et al. [8] use
an originally designed mirror. In these systems the mechanical drive to change illumination
directions is replaced with the projector that changes the illumination directions by changing
projected patterns rapidly. Moreover, by the concave mirror, a camera can capture all of the
reflected light at once.

Reflectance Field
A light field is a 4-D slice of the 8-D

reflectance field under static

recorded by a scanning camera [9] or installing many cameras
1

illumination. It can be

[0].

Alternatively, a high-

resolution camera can be combined with a micro lens array [11], a micro mirror nray
or masks
et al.

|2}

[3]. To vary the illumination, Debevec et al. [14] rotated the light source, and Sen

[5] used a projector as the light source. Masselus et al. [16] rotated the projector, and

Matusik et al. [17] rotated both the light source and the carnera to measure a6-D reflectance
field. Miiller et al. [18] used 151 cameras with flashes.

In principle, the complete 8-D reflectance field can be measured by installing many projectors and cameras densely on a hemisphere. However, it is difficult to realize such a system
because

of the cost and the physical interference between the devices. While a rotating pro-

jector and camera solves these problems, the capture process is impractically long. Recently,
Garg et al. [19] and Levoy et al. [20] used multiple planar mirrors and Cossairt et al. [21] used
a lens array to measure a part

of the 8-D reflectance field, but the direction of the illumination

and observation was limited to a narrow ansle.

2.2

Rapid Measurement Method

There is an advantage of using a projector as a light source. Because the projector can generate

light sources in various directions simultaneously, multiplexing techniques can be applied to
illumination methods.

Multiplexed lllumination using Compression Tlansform
Mukaigawa et al. l22l has multiplexed the projected patterns with the Hadamard transform
and improved the SAll ratio of reflectance property measurements.

It

has been shown that the

measuring time has been reduced by orthogonal transforms of illumination distributions on the
projected patterns, Ghosh et al. [8] and Sato et al. [23] used the spherical harmonics, and Peers
et al. [24] used the wavelet transform. However, although the Hadamard transform can improve
the SA{ ratio, it cannot reduce the measuring time. On the other hand, the techniques using the
spherical harmonics or the wavelet transform can reduce the measuring time but cannot measure
the proper reflectance property.

If

such compression techniques are used, the high frequency

components of the reflected light from smooth surfaces cannot be kept because the transforms
restrict the measured components to the low frequency components.

Adaptively Multiplexed lllumination
Sen et al. [15] showed that the measuring time is reduced without loss when the reflected lights

of multiplexed illumination are not overlapped, in confirmation of their Dual Photography technique, which exploit the Helmholtz reciprocity to interchange the lights and cameras. However,

it cannot be applied to measurements of reflectance properties because the target point is the
same

for every illumination and the reflected light is always overlapped.

Compressive Sensing
Recently, the compressive sensin g I25l 126l l27l has been well known as a useful technique
to reduce the measurement time. The technique exploits data-sparseness in target information.
The data-sparseness means that the information signal can be well compressed by compression

transforms like the Fourier transform, and many coefficients are zero. Here, the number of
non-zero coefficient is the length of minimum signal representing the information. So, when
one entry of the signal is measured at one time, the measuring time can be reduced by the
compressive sensing.

For measurements of reflectance fields, Peers et al. [28] have shown that the compressive
sensing can be applied to the measurement of light transport, which is a six-dimensional reflectance field consisting of two-dimensional reflection under four-dimensional illumination.

They have reduced the measuring time by the compressive light transport sensing, exploiting
the sparseness in the light transport matrix.

2.3 Imaging Technique on Depth of Field
Many researchers have developed photography techniques to clearly capture the scene with
various DOFs which covers their targets. To shrink a DOF, they used a camera :uray or a
lenslet array. To extend a DOF, they used coded apertures analyzedin the frequency domain.

Shallowed Depth of Field
The synthetic aperture imaging virtually create alarger aperture having a shallow DOF. Also
the imaging technique can change the depth of the focal plane after capturing the scene, well-

known as the refocusing technique. Vaish et al. [10] developed a dense camera array to do

it.

Ng et al- l29l developed a hand-held plenoptic camera within a lenslet array. Recently, a

light field camera is commercially available. Levin et al. [30] develop the lattice-focal lens
consisting of parts of different focal lenses to keep high frequency information in the wider
DOF than the DOF of each sinsle lens.

Extended Depth of Field
Often, a DOF of a SLR camera is too shallow to capture whole a region of interest in a target
scene. So, researchers have developed methods extending a DOF using coded apertures. The

coded aperture can convolve a coded PSF into a captured image. This can leave the high
frequency component of the captured scene in the captured image. Therefore, an image clearly
focused on whole the scene can be restored.

Aesthetic Imaging Techniques
There are many imaging techniques exploiting bokeh as an aesthetic effect. By controlling
bokeh, impressive effect is given to photos. Lanman et al. [31] analyzed the spatially-varying

point spread function to control bokeh. Kusumoto et al. [32] controlled defocus in the synthetic
aperture imaging by an image interpolation of uncalibrated multiview images.

2.4 Imaging Technique for Object in Scattering Media
Incident light upon murky liquids or translucent media scatters, and the appearance becomes
blurred. To obtain clear views, descattering methods have been developed. Treibitz and Schechner [33] used a polarizer under water. Kim et al. [34] used a lenslet array. Assuming that only

single scattering is observed in optically thin media, Narasimhan et al. [35] estimated a 3-D
shape

with descattering and Gu et al. [36] estimated the 3-D distribution of inhomogeneous

scattering media.
Recently, Fuchs et al. [37] combined confocal imaging with descattering, which captured a
descattered image at a particular depth in a 3-D scene. This technique consisted of the synthetic

aperture confocal imaging proposed by Levoy et al. [20] and the high frequency illumination
proposed by Nayar et al. [38]. While our method is based on this idea, we combine afactoriza-

tion method to remove the effect of anv attenuation remainine in the descattered imases.
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Chapter 3
Measuring Device for 8-f) Reflectance
Field
To measure 8DRFs, a target scene needed to be illuminated in every direction at every point on
a hemisphere.

Similarly all the reflected light needed to be measured.

To generate illumination in various directions passing through a point on a hemisphere,
we can use a projector, that can be considered as a generator of two-dimensional light fields.

If

many projectors are densely placed on a hemisphere, the total system can be considered

as a generator

of four-dimensional light fields. On the other hand, a camera can capture the

r4ys passing through the center point of the camera in various directions. Thus, a camera can
be considered as a measurement device of two-dimensional light

field. If many cameras are

densely placed on a hemisphere, the total camera system can be considered as a measurement
device of four-dimensional light field. Therefore, to develop a system that can measure SDRFs
is to place many projectors and cameras on a hemisphere densely.

3.1. Problems on Measurement
3.1.1

How to Sample 8-D Reflectance Field

The most simple way to measure 8-D reflectance fields is to move a projector and camera on a
hemisphere, capturing a target scene illuminated by the projector with all possible patterns.
course, it is unrealistic for some reasons. First, a 8-D Reflectance Field

will

Of

be a tremendously

large data because of the high dimensionality. Second, such a measurement takes extremely

large time costs. So, because

it is infeasible that a whole 8-D reflectance field

cannot be

completely measured, we have to adequately sample it, where all the dimensions are treated
uniformlv.

3.1.2 How to Locate Optical Devices
Another problem is how to decide the way to locate projectors and cameras. Simply, the projectors and cameras can placed on a hemisphere

if

if

the distribution can be sparse. However,

the distribution of projectors and cameras must be dense, it is difficult to place them on a

hemisphere because of the physical conflicts of the bodies.

3.2 Mirror Svstems to Measure Reflectance Field
A mirror can translate a point passed through by a ray to the mirrored point. Hence, developing
a measurement system can be considered as placement

of mirrors in order to make the mirrored

point at an arbitrary position on a hemisphere. Using mirrors, development of a measuring system becomes easier because ananging many mirrors is easier than arranging many projectors
and cameras.

3.2.1 Mirror Device Designs via Property of Conic Curves
Conic curves are well known
a

as

curvatures with focal points. For

a curved

line with focal points,

mirror along the line gathers rays at the focal point. Conic curves can be classified into four

types: circle, ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola. Here, the target scene is three-dimensional, not

two-dimensional. So, a three-dimensional curved surfaces are needed and they are a sphere,
ellipsoid, paraboloid, and hyperboloid, respectively. Here, for simplicity, I describe about the
lines not the surfaces and about alTangements of cameras. Note that designs for cameras can
be applied to irrrangements of projectors in the same way. In this section, I explain how to use
the conic curves to arrange mirrored points on a hemisphere.

When mirrors are arranged along a circle, we can exploit characteristics of the circle, where
rays passing through the center are reflected at the curve and passes through the center again.
Here, the total path length is always twice of the radius. So, the mirrored point is created on a

circle with twice radius. To exploit this, a camera and a target scene are needed to be placed
at the center of circle.

It is physically impossible. However, it is possible optically using beam

splitters can be used as shown in Fig. 3.1(a).

When mirrors are iuranged along an ellipse, the ray passing through one focal plane is
reflected on the minor and reach the other focal point. Here, the total path lengths are always
constant. Hence, placing a camera at one focal point and a target scene at the other focal point,
a

virtual camera is created on a circle, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b).
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When mirrors are aranged along a parabola, characteristics of a parabola can be exploited.
Distances from a point on a parabola between to a directrix and a focal point is always the
same. Therefore, when a camera is placed along the directrix, a virtual camera is placed on a

circle that has the center at the focal point of the parabola, as shown in Fig.

3

.1

(c).

When mirrors are arranged along a hyperbola, characteristics of hyperbola can be exploited
as shown

in Fig. 3.1(d). In a hyperbola, there are two focal points and two curved line,

a

differential length between from two focal points to a point on a line is always constant. Here,
a ray going to one focal point is reflected at the curved line

o and goes to the other focal

point. Hence, in order to let a target scene be placed at one focal point, where mirrored points
created on a circle, surrounding the scene, the incident points are needed to be placed on a

circle centered at the other focal point. So, the hyperbola cannot be used because such a setting
assumes the purpose condition is already satisfied, where a point is surrounded by points on a

circle.

3.3

Ellipsoidal Mirror to Measure Dense 4-D Reflectance Field

Using a conically curved mirror, we can let illuminating rays from a projector and viewing
rays of a camera at a focal point be focused at the other focal point. When we need high
resolution for angular variation to the target point, the curved mirror can help to measure such
a reflectance property.

An advantage of this kind of mirrors is the ability to transform central

projection into converging projection. This way, pixels of a projector and camera which look
at different points can look at the same point in various directions.

Mukaigawa et al. [7] 122] have developed a measuring system named RCG2 with an el-

lipsoidal mirror, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a), to rapidly and finely measure BRDFs. As shown in
Fig. 3.2(b), using a beam splitter, a projector and camera are placed at the same focal point of
an

ellipsoid. So, in this system , a target point on a surface of target materials can be illuminated

and observed in various directions at the same time by change of projected patterns.

3.4

Ttrrtleback Reflector to Measure 8-D Reflectance Field

3.4.1 Polyhedral Mirror
To generate and capture 4-D light fields for a 3-D scene, projectors and cameras should be
placed uniformly on a hemisphere. Here, the curved mirror cannot be used because they focus

all rays at a single point though the target scene is not a point but a space.
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To realize this, we used planar mirrors. By combining a projector and camera with many
planar mirrors, a number of virtual projectors and cameras with low resolution can be generated
and can capture the scene in various directions.

Views from the virtual cameras are created in a view from the real camera. Hence, the
region for each virtual camera must be cropped and warped to get virtual viewpoint images.
Geometric calibration of the virtual cameras is performed by finding corresponding points in
a captured image using the real camera. The geometric conversion from the real camera to

virtual cameras can be achieved using simple homography. The pixel intensities of the virtual
image are resampled from the captured image.

3.4.2 Adaptive Curves for Polyhedral Mirror
To measure 8DRFs, the planar mirrors should be properly positioned, so that they place virtual

cameras on a hemisphere.

A distance between the target and each virtual camera should

be

constant. To do this, as mentioned above, conic curves can be exploited. Practically, the designs

by an ellipse and a parabola are useful. These designs are suitable for different projection
systems.

For a perspective projection, the planar mirrors should be located along an ellipsoid
shown in Figure 3.1(b). On the other hand,

if

as

the projection is orthographic, the planar mirrors

should be located along a paraboloid as shown in Figure 3.1(c).

In the design using a paraboloid, a telecentric lens is needed. However, the telecentric
lens is expensive. Hence, we adopted the design using an ellipsoid because it just requires a
conventional lens.

3.4.3 Polyhedral Mirror Design for Uniform Sampling
In practice, the number of virtual cameras is finite. Cameras are discretely placed on a hemisphere. To measure SDRFs, the virtual cameras should be placed with as uniform a density

as

possible.

As shown in Figure 3.3(a), a geodesic dome is a well-known polyhedron that uniformly
samples a sphere. The virtual cameras are located on the facets of the geodesic dome. The
hemispherical aperture is then divided by the facets as uniformly as possible. The mirrors are
located on tangent planes on the ellipsoid. The tangent point is given by the projection of the
center of the facet from the center of the dome. To decide the mirror shape, the vertices

of

the facet are projected on to the tangent plane. These mirrors become the polyhedral mirrors,

which place virtual cameras on a hemisphere with uniform density.
14

Each facet of the polyhedron acts as a viewing window corresponding to the virtual camera.

A region commonly observed from all virtual cameras is defined by a logical AND of all the
views of the virtual camera. That is, the shape of a facet should be close to a circle in order

to observe a large area. Therefore, we used the dual geodesic dome shown in Figure 3.3(b)
instead of the original geodesic dome, because the dual dome has pentagonal and hexagonal
facets, while the original geodesic dome had ffiangular facets.

3.4.4 Implementation of the Ttrrtleback

Reflector

We now show an implementation of our polyhedral mirror. We first decided on the number

of mirrors. The geodesic dome is made by dividing 20 facets of an icosahedron into 20 x
4k(k e N) facets. The number of facets of the dual dome is then l/ : 10 x 4k + 2. We set

k:2andl/:162.

Theupperhalf hemisphereconsistsof 81 facets. However,8lfacetsdo

not completely cover the upper hemisphere. Hence we added l0 horizontal facets, which are
located at the border of the upper and lower hemispheres. In total we used 91 facets.

In the design shown in Figure 3.1(a), the target object occludes some mirrors. Hence, we
combined two ellipsoids as shown in Figure 3.4. ln this design, the two polyhedral mirrors
place the virtual cameras over the whole surface of the hemisphere.

We designed one polyhedral mirror because pairs of polyhedral mirrors are symmetrical.
To fix the mirror patches, we designed a frame as shown in Figure 3.5. This frame is made
by stereolithography and planar mirror patches are attached to the frame. Fifty minor patches
completely cover half of the hemisphere. The frame with mirror patches is the turtleback
reflector as shown in Figure 3.6.

3.4.5 Total optical device
In this research, we combine the turtleback reflector with a coaxial pairing of a high-resolution
camera (PointGrey, Grass-5OS5C,2448

x 2048) and a small projector (KAIREN Projector X

Pro920,640 x 480) using a beam splitter as shown in Figure 3.7.
The device is designed to measure a small area of 6
image using

a

x 6 mm. By resampling

the captured

real camera, images of the virtual cameras whose resolution is 60 x 60 pixels are

generated. For a virtual projector, we resample the target area using a 20
the resolution of the virtual projector corresponds to 20

x

x

20 format. Hence,

20 pixels.

Theoretically, both the illumination and observation can be focused only on a particular
depth in the scene and the DOF becomes zero. However, we implemented only half of the
whole turtleback reflector. Therefore, strictly the DOF of our prototype system is not zero but
shallow.
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Figure 3.5: Design of the frame for the turtleback reflector.

Figure 3.6: Turtleback reflector.

Figure 3.7: Total optical device for hemispherical confocal imaging.
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Chapter 4
Slices of 8-D Reflectance Field

4.1

Overview of Low-Dimensional Slices

8DRFs have much information on a scene. So, appropriate slices represent useful functions

(Table.7.l). To represent reflectance properties, all the dimensions are not always needed.
Here, I describe three reflectance properties as slices of an 8DRF. First, I show a slice that can
represent reflectance of a opaque material. Next,

I

show a slice that can represent reflectance

ofa texture. Finally, I show a slice that can represent reflectance ofa translucent object.
Table 4.1: Low dimensional slices and

A

ntations with 8DRF

BRDF
BTF

BSSRDF

4.2

BRDF(D

L.

D a)

: F(Dr, (0,0), DF. (0,0))

BTF(DL,S,DR)=F(DL,凡 (DL,S),DR,PR(DR,S))
BSSRDF(DL,SL,DR,SR)=F(DL,PL(DL,SL),DR,PR(DR,SR))

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

For opaque objects with uniform reflectance property, the property of only one point on the
surface can represent the reflectance properties for all points of whole surface.

It is the Bidi-

rectional Reflectance Distribution Function (denoted as BRDF in the following).

In the BRDF, the observed point is only one. So, it can be the center (0,0) of the hemisphere. When the target point is illuminated in the direction D 7, the reflected light in the
direction D p can be represented in BRDF as
B

RDF(D

L, D

n)

:

F(D

",(0,

0), DE, (0, 0)).

(4.1)

Thus, we can see that the BRDF is the four-dimensional slice of the 8DRF as shown in Fie. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: BRDF.

4.3 BidirectionalTextureFunction
For opaque objects with partially varying reflectance properties, on the surface, the points to
be measured are all the surface points of the objects.

It is the Bidirectional Texture Function

(denoted as BTF in the following).
The difference between the BTF and BRDF is the number of target points. In the BTF, the
target points are not the only one. For the point at ,S

:

(r, y, z)

on the object surface, when only

the point ,S is illuminated, the reflected light is measured only in the directions passing ,9. Thus,

denoting the illumination and reflection direction

as

projective transformations,

Pt(D

Pn(D n, ^9), respectively, the intensity of reflected light in the BTF is represented

BTF(D L,S, Dn)

:

F(D u Pt(D

r,,

r,,

S) and

as

S), D n,Pn(Dn, S)).

(4.2)

In this way, we can see that the BTF is the six-dimensional slice of an 8DRF as shown in
Fig.4.2.

4.4 Bidirectional Scattering Surface Distribution

Function

For ffanslucent objects, the incident light at the surface spreads to the inside of the objects and
the reflected light observed not only the incident point but other points. This inside scatter-

ing is called as the subsurface scattering, and represented by Bidirectional Scattering Surface
Reflectance Distribution Function (denoted as BSSRDF in the following).

In this section, the illuminated and observed points are denoted as

SR

:

S; : (rr,y;,zy)

(rn,ya,zp), respectively. The direction of rays passing through a point
20
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Fieure 4.2: BTF.
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Figure 4.3: Representation of a BSSRDF.

hemisphere and illuminating the point

,S7,

can be represented by C

r:

Pr,(D

r,,S;)

using a

projective transformation P1. Thus, the intensity in the BSSRDF can be represented using the
incident direction D1, incident point

,S7,, observed

BSSRDF(Dr,Sr,, Da,Sa)

point ,S;, and outgoing direction D p as

: F(Dr, Pr(Dr,Sn),Dn, Pa(Dn,Sn)).

So, the BSSRDF is another representation of the 8DRF as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Chapter 5

Multiplexed lllumination for Rapid BRDF
Measurement
Measuring a high-dimensional reflectance field is hard because of large variation of illumina-

tion. So, I addressed measuring

a low-dimensional reflectance field because the complexity is

less than that of an 8DRF though the variation is

still large. Here, I measure the most simple

reflectance property, a BRDF because its target is a single point, which can be more easily
analyzed.

5.1, Introduction
5.1.1 Isotropic

and Anisotropic BRDFs

As explained in Sec. 4.2, BRDFs can represent reflectance of a material surface. A BRDF
(Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function) is a function that returns the reflectance ratio
between an illumination intensity in a direction, (0t,

(0,,

d),

$),

and a reflection intensity in a direction,

as shown in Fig. 5.1.

There are two kinds of BRDF. One is an isotropic BRDF, and the other is an anisotropic
BRDF. A reflectance property can be represented as an isotropic BRDF

if

observed reflectance

ratio is not changed when the target surface is rotated around normal at the measured point,
keeping the normal direction and incident angles of illumination and observation.

If

the ratio

is changed, the reflectance needed to be represented as an anisotropic BRDF. An anisotropic
reflection is a relatively special property as seen in hairline finished metal, fabrics, and so on.

On the other hand an isotropic reflection can be represented

d)

ne needed.
by three parameters (0* 0,, d)

So, to represent an anisotropic reflection, four angle parameters (01, 61 0r,

because the reflectance ratio is only dependent on the relative angle between the angles

6,i d : Q, -

dt., for the angle

of $.
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$i

and

Figure 5.1: Angle parameters of BRDF.

Q,=180

Figure 5.2: Coordinate system of illumination.

5.1.2 Measurement of Isotropic BRDF
Assuming that the reflectance property of the target object is isotropic, the RCG2, introduced in
Section 3.3, can completely measure the reflectance property. In the measurement, the incident

direction is changed from
direction 0

:

(/ :

0,0

:

90) to

(/ :

0, on a hemisphere, as shown in Fig.

incident direction and

(/ :

0,,0

:

180, A

:

90), passing through the normal

5.2.In this chapter, the angle between the

90) is simply denoted as

a.rn

where o; is changed from 0 to

180 to measure an isoffopic BRDF. Thus, when the isotropic BRDF is sampled by one degree,

the incident direction will be changed 181 times for the measurement and the reflected light

will

be captured.

Z

composed illumination

single illumination

Figure 5.3: Principle of rapid measurement.

5.2

Multiptexed lllumination for Rapid Measurements

5.2.1 Principle
In this research, the purpose is reduction of total measuring time for an isotropic BRDF in which
an angular interval is set to one degree. For example, as shown in Fig. 5.3,

of the reflected light for two incident directions

{:r1 and

u2

arre

if the distributions

not overlapped, when the target

point is illuminated from the two directions, the reflected light under each illumination can be
acquired separately. That means that the reflected light under multiplexed illumination can be
separated into a set of reflected light distributions for each incident direction.

Denoting the set of multiplexed incident directions as

0

and the ?-th direction as Lr;

€ 0, the

problem is considered as how to restore the reflected light distribution rrn under illumination in
the direction ari from the total distribution

ro

under multiplexed illumination in the directions

Q as the following equation.

Te:
If n incident directions

Tut

l

T'uz

* "' * rr,

can be multiplexed, the measuring time becomes

(5.1)

1/n. Thus, the multi-

plexed measurement of the isotropic BRDF is the n times faster than the simple measurement.

5.2.2 Reflection Decomposition into Diffuse and Specular Components
In actual, distributions of reflected light overlap if the target point is illuminated simply in
some directions at the same time. In this method, at first, I separate reflected light into diffuse
and specular components. Second, I restore distributions of reflected light for the components

individually, based on different tendencies of the components in reflected light distributions.
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intensity

\

estimated diffuse
Figure 5.4: Histogram of intensities.

According to a model of dichromatic reflection, reflected light can be represented as a
combination of diffuse and specular components. The diffuse reflection component can be

uniformly observed in every direction. On the other hand, The distribution of specular reflection
component is concentrated to a particular direction; the regular reflection direction in many
cases. Because intensities of diffuse reflection are constant in every direction, the minimum
value among the values measured in all directions indicates the diffuse component theoretically.

However, for the system used in this research, outlier values may be measured because of the

insufficient accuracy ofthe mirror surface finishing and noises. In the case, unfortunately, the
outlier with a low value may be detected as the diffuse component.
Here, because the diffuse reflection component is observed in every direction. a mode
value can be assumed to be the diffrrse component. So, in the histogram of all the intensities

of reflected light, the diffuse component value stand out as shown in Fig. 5.4. Once the diffuse
component is acquired, the specular component can be easily acquired as a difference between
the reflected light and the diffuse component.

Denoting the diffrrse reflection component as ds2 and the specular reflection component as

so, its formula of decomposing the total reflected light re c&n be represented

rn:

d,n

* sn.

as

(5.2)

Although it is difficult for a general scene to decomposes the reflected light into the diffuse
and specular components, in this research,

it is relatively

easy because the RCG2 can capture

reflected light all over a hemisphere at the same time and can exploit the uniformity of diffuse
reflection.
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Figure 5.5: Restoration of reflected light under single illumination.

5.2.3 Restoration of Reflected Light for Single lllumination
Multiplexed diffuse and specular reflection components are individually separated for each
incident direction as shown in Fig. 5.5. Thus, unlike Eq. 5.1 where the total reflected light

for each incident direction is restored directly, the diffuse and specular components for

each

incident direction are individually restored as

SΩ

=

十こ″ +… ・十dω れ

(5.3)
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．
ω
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亀
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(5.4)

.

Once both the components are restored, the total reflected light distribution

direction can be easilv restored bv combinations of them

rui:

dro

+

r,o

for each incident

as

sru.

(5.5)

In the following, I explain the details of restoration methods for diffuse and specular components.

Restoration of Diffuse Component
As mentioned before, diffuse reflection is uniformly distributed in every direction. Here, the
intensity is proportional to illuminance on an illulminated surface.
radiances

If it

can be assumed that

of light sources are constant, illuminance from a light source in a direction

proportional to sin

c,,ra.

u"ri is

Therefore, diffrrse reflection for each incident direction can be restored
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by an operation where the total intensities of diffuse reflection are distributed to every intensity

of z-th direction in proportion to sin r,,r;.
dω t

dΩ

(5.6)

ん
Σ
Eん Sin ω

Restoration of Specular Component
Specular reflection is locally distributed around a direction of regular reflection. So, the distri-

bution of specular reflection under multiplexed illumination has peak intensities in the regular

directions. Also, the number of peaks equals to the number of the incident directions in the
multiplexed illumination. Although, for the incident direction ai, the direction of the regular
reflection can be simply estimated as 180

-

u6,the direction of the distribution peak may be

shifted by the effect of the off-specular reflection. Here, I estimate the nearest peak direction to
the regular reflection direction, as the regular reflection direction correspondent to the incident

direction. To separate the multiplexed distribution of specular reflection, the valleys between
the peaks are found as separation directions. Searching an optimal separation direction between

two adjacent peak directions can be considered as a problem of the two-class analysis. So, the
discriminant analysis method can be applied, where the within-class variance is maximized
and the between-class variance is minimized to find a optimal threshold. The thresholds for
every two-adjacent peak directions can be estimated and the distribution of specular reflection
around the regular reflection can be classified to the appropriate peak direction class. In this

way, each distribution of specular reflection

scd,

can be restored for the corresponding single

incident direction.

5.2.4

Decision of Angular Period for Multiplexing

The restoration technique successfully separates the distribution of reflected light only when
the distributions of specular reflection for each incident direction do not overlap.

If

the number

of multiplexed incident directions increases, the measuring time can be reduced but each reflection distribution for single illumination cannot be successfully restored because of overlapping
distributions. To the contrary, if the number of the multiplexed directions decreases, the distribution for each illumination can be successfully restored but the measuring time is not reduced

very much. In general, for smooth surface object, more incident directions can be multiplexed
because the specular reflection is more concentrated to the regular reflection direction. Thus,
the optimal number of multiplexed incident direction is dependent on the target objects.
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Here, the number of multiplexed directions is determined by an angular range of specular

reflection under illumination from the given direction
incident direction

a,r,

a,,r.

For illumination from a known single

the diffuse and specular reflection components can be easily decomposed

by the method explained in Sec. 5.2.2. The direction of the specular peak is 180 -

r,.'. The range

of the specular reflection determines the number of the multiplexing. Theoretically, the range
can be easily estimated because the intensities of the specular reflection become to zero in the
area without specular reflection. However, actually, the intensities do not become zero and the

border is uncertain. Thus,

I empirically

set a threshold

of the border intensity to 1/10 of the

peak intensity. Because there are non-zero intensities in the range determined by the threshold,
the range is enlarged to the double

I. The range is used to determine the border in the following.

Denoting the range where specular reflection can be seen as tls, the number of multiplexed
incident directions is determined as

η=「 181/2/11・

(5。 7)

In the measurements, the number of illuminating and capturing is ty'. Here, the set f)6 of incident
directions for the k-th illumination can be selected as

Ωん= (ω l,ω 夕
,… .,ω 有
},

(5.8)

,f:(i-t)rh+k-1.

(5.9)

where each direction is derived as

Likewise, the sets of multiplexed incident directions for each measurement can be derived:
Ωl,Ω 2,・ … ,Ω ψ
.

5.2.5 Lilllitation
In the previous sections, I described the principle to rapidly measure the BRDF by multiplexing

illumination. However, there are some limitations and the target is not arbitrary. In this section,

I clarify the limitations of the rapid measurement technique.
In the proposed method, it is assumed that the reflected light can be decomposed into diffuse
and specular reflection components. Moreover, the diffuse reflection is assumed to be modeled
by Lambertian reflection model where the measured intensities of diffuse reflection are constant

tln a normal distribution, about 68 percent values are within one standard deviation and about 95 percent
values are within two standard deviations. Hence, I enlarge the range to the double, to cover most of the specular

reflection distribution.
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Figure 5.6: Target object(Coin).

in all the directions. For the specular reflection, the reflection distribution must be concentrated
to the regular reflection direction and not have two or more peaks. Also, when the distribution

of

specular reflection is widely spread, the technique cannot multiplex the illumination so much.

Even

if the distribution

covers over 90o, the technique cannot multiplex any illumination.

The proposed method is suitable for measurements of glossy objects like smooth metal
that have sharp specular reflection. On the other hand,

it is unsuitable for measuremsnts of

objects like reflexive reflectors that have irregular reflectance property, where the reflection
distribution has a peak in other direction than the regular reflection direction and many peaks
in various directions because of the micro bump on the target surface.
Ultimately, I described the principle of the rapid measurement method for isotropic BRDFs.

I

have to measure four-parameter BRDF

if

an anisotropic reflectance property is needed to be

measured. The proposed method can be applied to the measurement of anisotropic BRDFs

if

the previously mentioned conditions are satisfied. In the four-parameter BRDF measurements,

the illumination directions are defined on a hemisphere.

If

specular reflection could be estimated for directions 0 and

the peak and distribution range

/,

of

illumination can be multiplexed

theoretically. However, how to efficiently select multiplexed incident directions is a future work

5.3 Experiment
5.3.1. Evaluation of Measurement Time
To evaluate effectiveness of measuring time reduction by the proposed method,

I

measured

an isotropic BRDF of a glossy coin as shown in Fig. 5.3.1, using the measuring device [22]
introduced in Sec. 3.3. Here, the angular interval of measurements is set to one degree.

At first, to determine the number of multiplexed incident directions, an angular range of
specular reflection distribution of the target object was measured.
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I illuminated the target in

the directionu)

:75,

and analyzed the distribution range, shown in Fig. 5.3.1 of the reflected

light and estimated that the range with intensities over 1/10 of the peak value is 11 degrees
and the distributed range

t! is 22 degrees. It is confirmed that most of the specular reflection

distribution is covered by this range in Fig. 5.3.1.
Thus,

I acquired

9 as an optimal number of multiplexed illumination and make sets of in-

cident directions. The first set is 01

:

{0,22,44,66,88,110,132, 154,L76}. The reflection

distribution under the multiplexed illumination is shown with red line in Fig. 5.3.1. In the dis-

tribution, sharp specular reflection can be observed separately and that of diffuse reflection is
quite weak because of the smoothness of the target surface. Although the number of multi-

plexing is nine, only seven peaks can be seen. The distributions of reflected light are lost for
illumination in the directions

(t :

0,176, because the measuring device cannot measure re-

flectance properties in the directions of

u,r

<

10 and 170

< r,.r owing

to the insufficient accuracy

of mirror surface finishing.

Next,

I

decompose the reflected light into the diffuse and specular components.

A

his-

togram of the measured intensities is shown in Fig.5.3.1. In the histogram, apeak value lies

in a very low intensity. Here, it was confirmed that the diffuse reflection of this coin was quite
weak. For red, green, and blue components in the captured image, I made histograms of diffuse
components for color components and of corresponding specular components. The diffuse and
specular component histograms are shown

in Fig. 5.3.1, with a blue and green line,
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respec-

reflection

Figure 5.8: Separation of diffuse and specular reflections.

tively. In this results, it can be confirmed that the valleys between every two adjacent specular
distributions are close to zero and there is almost no diffuse reflection.

Finally,

I

restored distributions

of every total reflection for single illumination from

the

multiplexed distributions of diffuse and specular components, as shown in Fig.5.3.1. In the
result, it can be confirmed that the multiplexed distribution of the reflected light is successfully
separated into single-illumination distributions.

To evaluate the restored distribution,

I compared the result distributions with

the reference

distributions measured under single illumination. The result is shown in Fig. 5.3.1 where the
green line indicates the reference and the red line indicates the restored. Except for the dis-

tribution correspondent to inaccessible directions

u:

0,176, the restored directions almost

coincide with the reference distributions. By the result, I confirmed that the reflection distributions of single illumination could be restored from the distribution of multiplexed illumination.
To measure an isotropic BRDF with one-degree precision, it takes 181 measurement times.

In the proposed method, to do this, it takes 22 measurement times. Thus, the multiplexed
measurement is about 8.2 times faster than the simple measurement, theoretically. However,
because there are additional tasks to remove the black level

of the projected light, the total

measuring time is 382 seconds and 50 seconds for simple and multiplexed measurements, re-

spectively. Therefore, the multiplexed measurement is about 7.6 times faster than the simple
measurement, actuallv.
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Figure 5.9: Histogram of measured intensities.

5.3.2 Evaluation of Restored Reflection

Components

In the previous section, I evaluated the restored distributions of multiplexed illumination, comparing with the reference distributions. In Figure 5.3.1, it can be seen that the diffuse components seems to be better in the restored distributions than in the reference.

To evaluate this visually,

I rendered

CGs of a dragon shape using measured BRDFs. Fig-

ure 5.3.1 and Fig.5.3.1 show the CGs using BRDFs by simple and multiplexed methods, respectively. In this result, for the BRDF of simple method, the red noise can be also seen in the
dark region of the dragon shape. The diffuse reflection of this metal is quite weak, so the noise
can significantly affect the measured intensities. However,

in the multiplexed measuremsnt,

the diffuse reflection is accumulated for nine incident illuminations. So, the noise for each

il-

lumination is reduced because the total intensities of diffuse reflection is larger while the noise
intensities is notchanged. In Figure 5.3.1 of the multiplexed measurementresult, there is no
red diffuse reflection. On the other hand, in Fig. 5.3.1 of the simple measurement result, there

is red diffuse reflection. In the photo of the target object as shown in Fig. 5.3.1, there is also
no red diffuse reflection. Hence, the distribution out of the specular region, that creating red

reflection, is considered as a noise.
To investigate the noise in detail, I measured the reflectance property by simple method 100

times and acquired the reliable reference BRDF, where the noise is averaged and disappears in
many measurement times. Figure 5.3.2 shows the BRDFs by the 100-times-measuring simple

method, one-time-measuring simple method, and multiplexing method with blue, green, red
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Figure 5.10: Restored reflected lights.

Table 5.1: Comparison in PSNR[dB].
°n

multiplexed

single
I

45
90
135

Y

Cb

Cr

Y

Cb

Cr

40.80

42.86
42.50
42.04

40.35
37.37
40.77

42.38
38.33

51.89
49.95

48.04
40.60

41.02

54.37

48.35

40.05

42.99

lines, respectively. The Figure 5.3.2(a),(b),(c) shows the distributions for three incident direc-

tions r,,, - 45,90, 135. It can be confirmed that the red reflection, caused by the distribution
out of specular reflection in the one-time-measuring method result, is the white noise, because
such a red reflection is not seen in the 10O-time-measuring method result.

Here, it is not natural that the noise appears only in the red color component. Mukaigawa et

al.l22l have mentioned this kind of unnatural noise in a particular wavelength,

caused by the

wavelength dependence of the optical path in the measuring device. However, the problem on
the device has not been solved in this research yet.

Next, I quantitatively evaluated the measured BRDFs of the simple method and multiplex-

ing method. For this,

I

calculated their errors using the l00-times-measured BRDF as the

ground truth. The PSNR (peek signal to noise ratio) results are shown in Fig. 5.1. In the
components, there is little difference. However, in the Cb and Cr components,
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Figure 5.1 1: Comparison of restored reflections (red) with the ground truth (green).

that the measurement result in multiplexing method is improved. The improvement indicates
reduction of red colored noise in the diffuse reflection distributions.

In the evaluations,

I confirmed

that the multiplexing method could not only reduce the

measuring time but also improve the SA'{ ratio of the measured BRDF.

5.3.3 Measurement of Weak Specular Reflection
In the two previous experiments, it was confirmed that the multiplexing method is much useful

to measure the reflectance property of strong specular objects like metal. Here, to evaluate
the effectiveness for weak specular objects, the blue-colored paper was measured. When the
object was illuminated in the directiorr

a.)

:

120, the reflected light was measured as shown in

Fig. 5.3.2. In the distribution, the intensities in almost all of the direction have more than 1/10
of the peak value. Hence, the illumination for the object cannot be multiplexed. In this result, I
confirmed the limitation of the multiplexing method, explained in Sec.5.2.5.

5.3.4 Verification of Multiplexing Period
In this research, to estimate the range of specular distribution, I assumed that the specular reflection distribution is not spread to the range which is twice size of the range with intensities
larger than 1/10 of the peak value. However, the way to determine the range is empirically de-

fined. So, I evaluated the validity by measurements for various materials. The sample materials
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Figure 5.12: Single illumination.

are four types of plastic objects, eight types of metals, and five types of glossy papers, as shown

in Fig. 5.3.4.
Figure 5.3.4 shows the ranges determined by a human observation and estimated by the
proposed way. In the comparisons, the estimated range was tend to be larger than the humanobserved range but the difference of the range size was not so large for most objects.

However, like a sample (a) in Fig. 5.3.4,

if

the estimated range is narrower than the actual

range of specular reflection distribution, a BRDF might fail to measure. On the other hand, like
a sample (b) in Fig. 5.3.4,

if the estimated

range is larger than the actual distribution range, the

measuring time is not reduced so much though the measurement can work.
Here, to investigate in detail the reason why the estimation of distribution range failed,

I

checked the specular reflection distribution. As shown in Fig. 5.3.4 (a), the distribution for the

underestimated range is asymmetry round the peak direction. On the right side of the peak

direction, the intensities are rapidly decreasing. However, on the left side, the intensities keep

low but non-zero values in wide range. On the other hand, As shown in Fig. 5.3.4 (b), the
distribution for the overestimated range is very unstable because the intensities of the specular
reflection is quite low and the noise in the diffuse reflection becomes relatively large. Hence,
the range could not be successfully estimated in this case.
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Figure 5.13: Composed multiple illumination.

From the above, it was confirmed that, for most objects, the proposed way to estimate the
distribution range worked successfully, but it failed in the cases where the specular reflection
distribution is asymmetry or the specular reflection is quite weak. In future works, the method

to analyze the distribution in detail is needed in order to measure the objects with such hard
properties.
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Figure 5.15: Blue paper.
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Chapter 6

Framework of 8-D Reflectance Field for
Computational Photography
We often want to change the focusing or illumination conditions of photographs after they
are captured, hence, some computational photography techniques have been proposed. For

refocusing, the synthetic aperture [10] can tighten the depth-of-field or shift the focal plane.

For relighting, the Light Stage[l4] can generate images of the target object under arbitrary
illumination conditions. Moreover, by controlling both focus and illumination, the confocal
imaging[39] can clearly visualize a particular depth.
The formulation and the implementation of these computational photography techniques
are optimized to a specific situation because they are specialized for different purposes in

dif-

ferent research fields. Hence, the relationship between them has been unclear.

In this chapter, we introduce a unified framework to explain computational photography
techniques based on an 8-D reflectance field (8DRF). The 8DRF represents the relationship
between 4-D illumination and 4-D observation light

fields. Since the SDRF includes all in-

formation about illumination and reflection, the synthetic aperture, the image-based relighting,
and the confocal imaging techniques can be explained as a computation of the 8DRF in the proposed framework. To confirm the validity of our framework, we have implemented these com-

putational photography techniques on one system using the Turtleback Reflector [40], which is
only one device for sampling an 8DRF over a hemisphere at uniform intervals.

6.1. Framework to Compute 8-D Reflectance Field
To formulate the computation of an 8DRF, I derive the framework to image the 8DRF. An image

represents the appearance of the captured scene in two-dimensional data. So, the destination

of the computation is to acquire a pixel value 1(D, C) for the given direction (D, C). In the
43

lens optics, the pixel intensity is given by integration of ray intensities passing through the
lens. Thus, to acquire a pixel value, many rays in various directions are associated to the given

direction (D, C) and the intensities are integrated. The integrated intensities are provided by
a

4DLF of reflection from the scene. However, an 8DRF cannot directly represent a reflection

light field because it gives us reflectance of the scene. So, at first, I compute the reflection light
field by an 8DRF.
The reflection light field is the reflected light from the scene under an illumination condi-

tion. So, to compute the reflection 4DLF, an SDRF F(D",C r, Da, Ca) and an illumination
light field

L(D",C 1) are needed.
R(DR,C

The reflection light field

R(Dp,C p)

can be derived as

ff
R) : I I F(DL,C L,Dn,C a). L(D",CL)dDLdCL.
JJ

As mentioned before,

(6.1)

light rays from the scene at a point on an imaging plane.

a lens focuses

Here, the observed point also reflects many rays in the other directions as well as the captured

rays. It is a selection of rays from the scene. So, I compute the selected rays
be integrated, as the masked reflection light field by a mask function

R'(Dp,C

p) :

R(Do,C

R'(D7,C6)

M(D o,Cp

R) . M(Dn,C a).

to

as

(6.2)

Therefore, the target pixel intensity is computed as

r(D,c) : fr
J

J

o'roR,c R)dDRdc

R.

(6.3)

Totally, in the framework to compute an image from an 8DRF, I can get an image by a
measured SDRF of the scene

L(D",C1),and

r(D,c) :

F(D L,C

an optical ray selection

I I il

r(Dr,c

",

L, D

a,C n), a given arbitaray illumination condition

M(Dp,C6)

Dn,c n) . L(D",c

as

L) . M(D R,c R)d,DLd,c rdD ad@A)

6.2 Implementations of Elemental Computational Photographv
In this section, we formulate some computational photography techniques for the computation

of an 8DRF in a unified framework. We unify the synthetic aperture, image-based relighting,
and confocal imaging.

6.2.1 Synthetic Aperture Imaging
The synthetic aperture technique[10] realizes a virtual shallow depth-of-field (DoF). The imag-

ing technique accumulates aligned multi-viewpoint images captured by a shifting camera or

a

camera array. Since the focal depth can be adaptively shifted by changing the aligned position,

it is useful for refocusing.
The synthetic aperture can be formulated as a computation of an 8DRF. We synthesize an
aperture A centered at

Dp

as shown in Fig.6.2. The focal plane is defined as a surface

focused point ,S is derived by the intersection of the focal plane
through D

p

along C p. The mask function

II and a viewing

M, whether or not a ray passes through

fI.

The

ray passing
the point

S

and the aperture A:
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(6.5)

The synthetic aperture imaging can be represented by integration of the eight dimensional reflectance field
the intensity

/

F with

the mask function over the hemisphere. The following expression derives

of a pixel C p on the image captured by a virtual camera with the aperture A and

viewpoint Dp:

Q咄 ⊃

=////・

乳鈍Pら α
)

几 (DL,CL)・
ν (D′ R,C′ R,S,ス )・
αDLご σ Lα D′ Rご Cγ ′
R,

where

^9

is a function of D p, C p and

fI.

(6.6)

Fr, is given as a constant 4DLF of illumination.

First, we evaluated the ability of the synthetic aperture using the prototype system. A
textured paper was covered using an obstacle of yellow dense mesh, as shown in Figure

7

.6(a).

A white uniform pattern was projected onto the scene. Figure 7.6(b) shows the captured image

from the real camera. This image includes 50 views corresponding to 50 virtual cameras.
Because all the views are affected by the obstacle,

Figure

7

it is difficult to

see the texture

of the paper.

.6(c) shows the change in appearance when the number of virtual cameras increases to

synthesize alarge aperture. Because our optical device can synthesizehalf the hemispherical
aperture, the obstacle is completely bluned and the texture becomes clear with an increasing
number of virtual cameras.

Figure 6.3 shows the result of the synthetic aperture on our framework using our 8DRF
measuring device. This imaging technique synthesizes the shallow DoF images. The experimental scene consists of the textured film over the textured paper as shown in (a). Since the gap
45

Figure 6.1: Results for synthetic aperture using our optical device.

between the two layers is only 1 mm, the two textures are mixed

if a normal camera

is used as

shown in (b). The images (c) and (d) are the results of refocusing on the film and the paper. We

can see that two layers are well separated. This confirms the synthetic aperture is successfully
accomplished using the SDRF measuring device.

6.2.2 Image-BasedRelighting
The image-based relighting technique can generate a realistic image of a scene under arbitrary

illumination[14]. The technique is achieved using a simple combination of the captured images
under different illuminations.

This technique is also formulated on an 8DRF. Illumination of the scene is completely
described by a four dimensional illumination light field
shown in Fig.6.4, the intensity .I of the pixel

I(Da,C

n,

Fr)

:

Fz. For a camera fixed at D p, &s

C6 of the camera image can be expressed

F(D r,c r,, D n,C n)
JU
Fr,(Dr,c,)d,D'd,cp.

The F1, can be given arbitrarily.
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as:

.

(6.7)

Figure 6.2: Synthetic aperture. This is achieved by an accumulation of intensities of rays
passing through an aperture to make atarget focal plane.
Figure 6.5 shows the results of the image-based relighting on our framework using the
8DRF measuring device. The target object is a metallic ring (a) which has complex reflectance

properties. In general, it is difficult to synthesize a realistic view under arbitrary illumination

by modeling the reflectance. The top row of (b) shows the illumination conditionsr. Fifty
pixel values were sampled for illumination because the used device has fifty light sources.
The bottom row shows the synthesized images conesponding to the illumination conditions
approximately generated by fifty point light sources.

6.2.3

Confocal tmaging

The confocal imaging technique is used in microscopy. It can clearly create an image at the
depth of interest by simultaneously scanning the illumination and observation using a pinhole.

The confocal imaging can be formulated as a computation of an SDRF because an SDRF
can synthesize a large aperture for both illumination and observation. Scanning a pinhole
synthesizes a virtual aperture

A at the center point D on a hemispherical surface. The target

focal surface in the scene is given as fI.
The mask function

fI

M

indicates whether the ray from a focused point S on the focal plane

passes through the aperture.4 as shown in Fig.6.6.
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The confocal imaging can be represented by integration of the SDRF with the mask function.

The following expression derives the intensity
'The images are Debevec's light probe images at

I

of a pixel Ca on the image captured by

http : / / LcL. debevec -org/ -debevec/Probes/
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Figure 6.3: The results of the synthetic aperture. The scene consists of a textured film and
textured paper 2 mm beneath it. In the normal aperture image, both the textures are mixed. In
the synthetic images, the textures are separately focused and can be read.

virtual aperture A for both illumination and observation and the viewpoint D p:

r(D n,c

a,

A,")

:

[ [ [ F(D",c r, D' a,c' n) .
t[ t,lr(or,cy,s,A).

M(D'n,C'p,

S,

A)

'

dDLdC L.dDt pd,Ct p

(6.9)

Figure 6.7 shows the result of the confocal imaging on our framework using the 8DRF
measuring device. The target scene consists of the target textured paper beneath an occluding
orange mesh as shown in (a). In a view captured by a normal carnera, the orange mesh occludes

the texture as in (b). Although, as shown in (c), the synthetic aperture can blur the mesh, the
texture is still unclear. The result of confocal imaging presents clear texture of the paper and
less effect from the mesh as shown in (d).
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↓グ
Figure 6.4: Image-based relighting. Given the illumination condition, the images can be synthesized from the corresponding observations in the 8DRF.

object

(a) object

(b) relighting results

Figure 6.5: The results of the image-based relighting. For the given illuminations (top row),
the corresponding appearances can be reproduced by simple computation of the 8DRF (bottom
row).
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Figure 6.6: Confocal imaging. The observation and illumination have the same focal plane.

$ui"*
Orange mesh

Textured paper
(a) scene

(b) normal view

(c) synthetic

(d) confocal

aperfure

imaging

Figure 6.7: The result of confocal imaging. The scene consists of the textured paper and overlapped orange mesh. In the normal view, the textured paper is partially occluded by the mesh.
In the synthetic aperture image, the texture is recognizable because the mesh is significantly
bluned, while the orange color remains. In the confocal image, the texture becomes clear
because the mesh is significanfly bluned and less illuminated.
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Chapter 7
Hemispherical Confocal Imaging
7.1 Introduction
Significant effort has been made to obtain cross-sectional views of 3-D scenes. Real scenes
often include obstacles such as scattering materials or opaque occluders. To visualize the cross-

sectional views clearly as if the scene is sliced by a plane, only a particular depth must be

illuminated, andhaze due to scattering and attenuation should be removed.
The simplest way to observe a particular depth is to use a large aperture lens. The large
aperture makes the depth of field (DOF) shallow, and the region outside the DOF is blurred.

The synthetic aperture method [10] mimics a large virtual aperture by combining many small
apertures. However, the obstacles are still bright and visible, even though they are blurred. The

confocal imaging rnethod [39] simultaneously scans two confocal pinholes over a particular

depth. Because both the illumination and the observation are focused, clear cross-sectional
views are obtained. While still visible, the obstacles are darkened and blurred, and the scanning
requires long measuring times.
Recently, Levoy et al. [20] proposed a new imaging technique that combines the synthetic
aperture method with the confocal imaging method. Since this technique is based on light field

analysis, only a particular depth can be illuminated without scanning. However, the synthesized aperture size is relatively small because the rectangular mirrors are aligned as

a2D anay.

Furthermore, unwanted effects such as scattering and attenuation remain.

In this research, we propose a novel imaging method called hemispherical confocal imag-

ing. To improve the imaging performance of synthetic

aperture confocal imaging [20], we

designed a turtleback reflector which is a polyhedral mirror used to approximate a hemispherical aperture with a 180" FOV (field of view). We introduce/ocused highfrequency illumination

using the turtleback reflector with a projector. This method can eliminate scattering at the fo51
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cused depth, and makes the unfocused depth almost invisible. We also introduce/actorization

of the observed views to eliminate attenuation.

Contribution
By using the new optical device, the unfocused depth becomes almost invisible, the scattering is eliminated and the measurement is very fast, because no scanning is required.
We have designed the turtleback reflector, which is a polyhedral mirror circumscribed

in an ellipsoid. The combination of the turtleback reflector, a projector, and a camera
can synthesize a hemispherical wide aperture. The optical device can also be used for
measuring the complete 8-D reflectance field on the hemisphere.

A new analysis of the 8-D reflectance field is introduced to obtain clear views. This analysis removes the unnecessary effects of scattering and attenuation in captured images.

7.2 Hemispherical confocal imaging
Let us assume that a 3-D scene is illuminated by a light source and observed by a camera as
shown in Figure 7.1. Even

if

the camera is focused on a particular depth in the scene, the
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Figure 7.2: The numbers of projectors and cameras of several imaging methods which use
projector(s) and camera(s) for reflection analysis or reflectance field measurement.

captured image includes reflections from the entire scene. To observe the particular depth, only

that depth should be illuminated. This means that both the illumination and the observation
should have a shallow DOF.

Even

if we succeed in illuminating only

the particular depth, clear views cannot be ob-

served. The major reasons for this are scattering and attenuation The scattering is caused by

multi-bounce reflections in the translucent media, which cause the views to become bluned.
The attenuation is caused by occlusion due to obstacles or absorption due to low transparency

media. Under this attenuation, the illumination becomes nonuniform and the reflections are
partially darkened. The following four functions are required to obtain clear views of a particular depth in a 3-D scene.
(a) The DOF should be as shallow as possible.

(b) Only the particular depth of interest should be illuminated.
(c) Scattering should be eliminated.
(d) Attenuation should be eliminated.
To satisfy these requirements, we propose hemispherical confocal imaging consisting of (1) a

specially designed turtleback reflector, (2) focused high frequency illumination, and (3) factorization of observed views.
The turtleback reflector with coaxial camera and projector synthesizes a hemispherical aper-

ture for both illumination and observation to satisfy (a). The focused high frequency illumina-

tion eliminates reflections from the unfocused depth and global reflection to solve (b) and (c).
We then factorized the observed views into masking, attenuation, reflected light, illuminance,
and texture terms to solve

for (d). The advantages and disadvantages and the numbers of pro-

jectors and cameras for several imaging methods are summarizedin Thble 7.1 andFigure7.2.
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Although we explained that unfocused depths are 'unilluminated' by the synthetic aperture
confocal imaging and our hemispherical confocal imaging, the depths are actually illuminated,

but these illuminations are eliminated by subtractive calculation. Hence, image noise may increase.

7.3 Focused high frequency illumination
7.3.1 lllumination

and reflection in a 3-D scene

To analyze the reflectance field in a 3-D scene, we need to know how light illuminates points
in a scene, and how the reflections are observed. We divide the 3-D scene into a set of small
voxels. Let L be an illumination on the scene, and

Ra(I)

be an image component that consists

of a set of reflected and scattered lights from the k-th voxel under the illumination L as shown
in Figure

7

.3 (a). Because the observed image of the entire scene by a camera is expressed as a

sum of the reflected and scattered lights from all voxels, the image is represented by

Illuminations and reflections can be regarded

as the sum

fo

Ro(L).

of the direct and global components[38].

As shown in Figure 7.3 (b), the illumination can be decomposed into direct LD and global illuminations LG

as

L:LD+LG

(7.1)

Similarly, the reflection can also be decomposed into the direct RP
tions Ef

Q)

(I). The ,?fl is recorded as the pixel intensity at the intersection

and global reflec-

of the image plane

and the line between the k-th voxel and the camera, while the ,Rf is recorded as the part of the

intensity of other pixels as shown in Figure 7.3 (a).
The image component RnQ) can be decomposed into the direct and global components as

Rた

(Z)=RP(3)+Rf(Z).

(7.2)

It is easy to assume that the ,R7, is a linear function by disabling the gamma correction of the
camera. Hence, the observed image can be modeled as the sum of four components by

Σ

Rtし )=Σ RFに つ

+Σ

R′ CC)+Σ
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Figure 7.3: Focused high frequency illumination. The high frequency patterns are focused only
on the particular depth. The projection is blurred out of the DOF.

7.3.2

Focused illumination by multiple projectors

To obtain clear views of a particular depth in a 3-D scene, only that depth should be illuminated.

Any global illuminations and global reflections should be eliminated to reduce scattering in the
media. That is, direct reflections by direct illuminations, Rf;(LD), from the particular depth
should be measured separately.
Fuchs et al.[37] proposed the descattered confocal imaging technique to capture a clear view

of a particular depth in scattering media. They combined the focused illumination technique
proposed by Levoy et al.[20] and the high frequency illumination technique proposed by Nayar
et

al.[38]. They captured clear descattered images by line scanning confocal imaging. However,

this technique could not deal with reflections from opaque objects in the unfocused depth. The
reflections were introduced as the floodlit contribution by Levoy etal.[20]. They removed them
using many observations under a lot of random pattern illuminations.
Here, we propose

a new

imaging method, calledfocused highfrequency illumination

(FIIFI),

based on descattered confocal imaging [37]. Our technique can remove the floodlit contribution
and requires only constant measurement time. The FHFI uses a lot of projectors placed over a

wide range on a hemisphere.
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For the FHFI, high frequency checkerboard patterns are projected from each projector. The
positions of the white and black pixels are aligned at the depth as shown in Figure 7.3 (c). This
means that the high frequency illumination is focused only at a particular depth. The voxels

in the scene

a.re classified

into unfocused voxels [/, focused and illuminated voxels F1, and

focused but unilluminated voxels F2 as shown in Figure 7.3 (d).

It is noted that synthetic aperture illumination with regular patterns like checkerboards often
cause artifacts of periodic patterns at depths other than the focal plane [41]. This artifact occurs

when the projected patterns are accidentally aligned at different depths. This problem can be
reduced by the hemispherical placement of the virtual projectors because projected patterns do

not align at different depths.
When compared with a white pattern, the average intensity of the high frequency illumina-

tion is darker because half the pixels are black. Table 7.2 shows the relative intensities of the
four reflection components for each voxel type. The global illumination to each voxel decreases

by half. The direct illumination to

[/

voxels also decreases by half because the projected pat-

terns are blurred. Therefore, the floodlit contribution decreases by half under the FHFI using

the turtleback reflector. The f-1 voxels receive full direct illumination, while the F2 voxels
receive no direct illumination. By combining these differences,

D*'u*

(Lo) which

R?

en-

ables only direct components from voxels at the focused depth to be separated.

Let

Ip

be a captured image when voxels of

F1 are illuminated but voxels of F2 are not

illuminated. Let I7r be a captured image when the inverse pattern is projected. Then, these

IP =

乃v

Σ ｍΣ 岬
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)・

is then calculated for each pixel. Since

this is a pixel-wise process, the pixel intensities at coordinates (r, y) in Ip,
expressed as

(7.4)

11,,,

and

R(L)

are

The absolute difference 1p is calculated by
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Table 7.2:Relative intensities of four reflection components for each voxel type.

IR″ (LD)RP(LC)IR'(LD)Rf(LC)

U (unfocused)
Fl(focuSed and illullllllnated)

(focused and unilluminated)

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1

1/2

1

1/2

0

1/2

0

1/2

If we can assume a locally homogeneous surface, the global component

does not change even

if the phase of the high frequency pattern shifts [37][38]. Therefore,

壁Σ R「 じD,ぁ の。
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Moreover,

Irer,r
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are exclusive. That is, when the voxels

of F1 are illuminated, the former becomes large while the latter becomes zero and vice versa.
Hence,
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(7.8)

This means that only the particular depth (F'1U F2) can be directly illuminated without global

illuminations, and only the direct reflections can be measured without global reflections. As
shown

in Table 7.1, our method does not illuminate the unfocused depth. Because no scan-

ning is necessary, the measurement is fast. Furthermore, scattering, which is a major global
component in translucent media, is eliminated.

7.4 Factorization

of the observed views

7.4.1 Attenuation of incident and reflected light
By the FHFI introduced in the previous section, only the focused depth is illuminated and
global components such as scattering are eliminated. However, the obtained view may still be
unclear because illumination and reflected light attenuate. The reason for the attenuation is the

occlusion and absorption as shown in Figure 7.1.
These are similar but different optical phenomena. Occlusion directly intemrpts reflected

light by opaque obstacles. Hence, it causes very dark regions with sharp edges in the observed
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Figure 7.4: Attenuation effects.

image. On the other hand, absorption decreases lighting powers by low transparency media.

It

causes smooth unevenness in the observed image. To obtain a clear view at a particular depth

of the scene, the optical effects of occlusion and absorption should be eliminated.

7.4.2 Factorization using multiple

images

The attenuation occurs in both observation and illumination. However,

if

the observation and

illumination are coaxial, the attenuation effects are the same. Hence, we can estimate the
attenuation of the observation.
When a region in a captured image is dark, we cannot directly know why the reflectance is

low or the illumination is weak. It is difficult to eliminate attenuation effects using only a single
image. Fortunately, the scene is observed from many virtual cameras. Even if some lights are
not observed from acamera, other cameras may observe the scene without attenuation as shown

in Figure 7.4(a). Hence, we try to estimate texture that is not affected by attenuation based on
observation from multiple cameras.
To factorize the observed intensities into reflected light and the attenuation, we assume that
surface reflections can be expressed by the Lambert model. That is, the observed brightness is

K virtual cameras and each camera
pixels. Let O,;i be the intensity of the z-th pixel in the j-th camera. In our model, the

independent of the viewing angle. We assume that there arc
has

l/

observed intensities are factorized as

gU:
Here,

Mii isthe

M6iAiiRa.

(7.9)

masking term which has a value of 0 or

l. If the light is occluded by obstacles,

the value becomes 0 otherwise it becomes

t. Au isthe attenuation term, which

expresses

light

attenuation due to absorption. R; is the reflected light term which expresses reflected light
the particular depth under attenuated illumination.

of

It is noted that only the reflected light term

is independent of the viewing direction, assuming Lambertian reflection. Figure 7.5 illustrates
this relationship.
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factorized into masking,

The flow of the factorization process is as follows

STEP-I: First, the masking term is decided.

Since unfocused depths are not

il-

luminated by the FHFI, obstacles can easily be distinguished using a simple
threshold. After making the decision on the masking term, the following processes are conducted for pixels satisfying

Mu

STEP-2: The initial attenuation term is decided

:

t.

as Aot

:1.

STEP-3: The reflected light term is calculated. Ideally, a unique reflected light
should be estimated despite the different camera

j,bat the observed intensi-

ties vary. This kind of problem is often seen in stereoscopyl42l, so we used a
median filter in a similar fashion by Ra

:

Median(O;7 lAni).

STEP-4: The attenuation term is updated by Ati

:

Ou

lRr to satisfy

Eq.(7.9).

STEP-S: The attenuation term is smoothed using a Gaussian function, because the
attenuation varies smoothly over the 3-D scene. After this, return to STEP-3
and repeat until the texture term does not change.

Using this factorization process, the observed views are decomposed to three terms and we can
obtain the reflected light of the particular depth without attenuation of the observation.

Although the reflected light term .R; is estimated, it includes the attenuation effects of the
illumination. Hence, we estimate the texture termTi, which is independent of the illumination,

by eliminating attenuation effects in the reflected light term. First, a maximum illuminance
on the surface is estimated. The maximum illuminance is the illuminance when there are no
obstacles. The illuminance from the
where

93 is the

j-th virtual

projector weakens in proportion to cosdy,

zenith angle as shown in Fig.10(b). Here, we can assume that the illuminance is

uniform over the surface by assuming that the observation area is small. Hence, the maximum
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illuminance

Li

for i-th pixel can be expressed by the sum of illuminance from all virtual

projectors as follows,

・
グ

(7.10)

j-th virtual camera

are placed at the same position, we
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Since the

j-th virtual projector and

the

can regard the attenuation term Aai as the attenuations of the illumination from the

j-th virtual

projector on the i-th pixel. Hence, the sum of the attenuated illuminance trf is expressed as
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Through these processes, the observed views are decomposed into a masking term, attenuation

term, illuminance, and texture term. In this texture term, both the attenuation effects of the
observation and the illumination are eliminated.

7.4.3 Stability of the masking term
Pixel-wise masking is often used for merging multiple images. Wilburn et al.[41] used a mask

to reconstruct an alias-free synthetic aperture image. They decided on a mask based on the
variance of corresponding pixels.
On the other hand, we used a simple threshold. In general, shadow regions are not perfectly

black because of global illumination. However, our FHFI can effectively eliminate the global
components in advance. Hence, pixel intensities in shadow regions become close to zero, and
the regions can be segmented stably.

Our factorization process strongly depends on the Lambert model. We assume that intensities observed by multiple cameras become constant

if

there is no attenuation. Hence,

if

the

diffuse assumption is violated and strong specular reflections are observed, the factorization
does not work well.

7.5 Experiments
7.5.1 Synthetic aperture

using virtual cameras

First, we evaluated the ability of the synthetic aperture using the prototype system. A textured
paper was covered using an obstacle of yellow dense mesh, as shown in Figure
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Figure 7.6: Results for synthetic apertue using ow optical device.

uniform pattern was projected onto the scene. Figure 7.6(b) shows the captured image from the
real camera. This image includes 50 views corresponding to 50 virtual cameras. Because all
the views are affected by the obstacle, it is difficult to see the texture of the paper. Figure

7

.6(c)

shows the change in appearance when the number of virtual cameras increases to synthesize
a large aperture. Because our optical device can synthesize half the hemispherical aperture,
the obstacle is completely bluned and the texture becomes clear with an increasing number

of

virtual cameras.

7.5.2 Shallow DOF
The turtleback reflector can produce an extremely large aperture using the synthetic aperture
technique. To evaluate the DOF, a textured paper is captured using a hemispherical synthetic
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ryE
z=0.1mm

z=0.0mm

Figure 7.7: Sweeping focal plane.

aperture. We synthesize an aperfure focused on a plane with 0.1mm increments between

0.0mm and z

:

0.5mm. As shown in Figure 7 .7, the image at z

and the images at

z:

0.0mm and

z:

:

z

:

0.2mm is the most focused

0.4mm are blurred explicitly. Therefore, ttre DOF

provided by the turtleback reflector is about 0.4mm. This DOF is not very shallow because we
implemented only half of the turtleback reflector. However, we confirmed the ability to make a
shallow DOF.

7.5.3 Descattering by focused high frequency illumination
Next, we confirmed that the FFIFI is effective for descattering in a 3-D volume. The textured
paper in Figure 7.8(a) is covered by a sponge as in (b). Since the sponge scatters lights strongly,
edges are blurred.

In theory, only two illumination patterns are needed for the FIIFI. However, the illuminated
pattern becomes blurred at the edges. Hence, we used checkered patterns, in which white
and black are replaced every three pixels and shifted the pattern by one

pixel. In total,

18

illumination patterns are projected from the virtual projectors so that these patterns are aligned
on the paper. As Nayar et al.[38] did, we took maximum and minimum intensities for each
pixel position in the 18 images. Then, the difference image can be obtained.
Figure 7.8 (c) shows the direct component obtained by the FI{FI. We can see that scattering

in the 3-D scene is reduced and the contrast is improved. To show how much the contrast was
improved, we analyzed the intensity profiles of the images as shown in Figure 7.8 (d). This
graph shows intensity profiles along a horizontal line at the mid height of the images. The
central region from 20 to 40 corresponds to the black part of the spade figure. We can see
that the contrast was improved by descattering. The descattering effect is not perfect, which is
attributed to the low resolution of the virtual projectors in the current prototype system.
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Figure 7.8: Descattering by focused high frequency illumination.

7.5.4 Factorization of the observed views
We confirmed the ability to visualize a particular depth in a 3-D scene by combining the FHFI
and the factorization. The factorization reduces attenuation effects of occlusion and absorption.

Hence, we evaluated them separately.
In the first experiment, we used a scene with occluders. Figure

7

.9(a) shows the scene where

an orange mesh covers a textured paper, and (b) shows all views from the virtual cameras under

normal illuminationr. By simply averaging these views, a synthetic aperture image can be
generated, as shown

in (c). Although the obstacle is blurred, the orange color of the mesh

affects the paper. Confocal imaging [39] can generate a better image as shown in (e) because
the orange mesh is less illuminated.

The mesh becomes dark under the FHFI because it is not illuminated, while the paper is

bright, as shown in (h). By averaging these views, the dark mesh is blurred and the orange
color correctly disappears, as shown in (d). However, there are uneven dark regions due to
tAlthough there are 50 mirror patches, only 48 patches were used because two patches were misaligned.
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(b) views under normal illumination

(a) scene

(c) synthetic
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(e) confocal
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light term

(i) masking term

(h) direct reflection

O attenuation

(k) illuminance

term

0) texture term

Figure 7.9: Result of the combination of the FHFI and the factorization with an occluded scene.

attenuation. The factorization decomposes the observed views (h) into the masking term (i),
the attenuation term

O, and the reflected light term (0. We then estimate the illuminance (k)

and the texture term (l) using these decomposed terms. We see that the attenuation is reduced,

especially around the letters of the black

'A

and the red

oD', since the occlusion due to the

mesh is regarded as masking. On the other hand, comparing

too reduced under the letter

'B'

because

(l) with (f), the attenuation

is

of the inaccurate masking term. Around the edges

of obstacles, the masking term cannot be accurately estimated due to the low resolution of the
virtual cameras.
While the difference compared with the ground truth image (g) that was captured without
the orange mesh is not small, we confirmed that the image without the DOF can be made to
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(b) direct reflection

(d) normal view

term

(e) attenuation term

(c) w/o factorization

(f) texture term

Figure 7.10: Result of the combination of the FIIFI and the factorization with an absorbed
scene.

almost disappear by hemispherical confocal imaging.

In the second experiment, we used a scene with an inhomogeneous translucent absorber.

A target

scene consists of a textured paper of Figure 7.10 (a)

with cotton waste on the

paper.

A normal view (d) is unevenly attenuated. In the direct components obtained by the FI{FI,
attenuation still remains as in (b). Figure 7.10 (e) shows the attenuation term, and expresses
smooth change of absorption and (f) shows the texture term.

While the attenuation and texture terms were factorized, the effectiveness was weak. Figure 7.10 (c) shows a simple average of (d). The difference between (c) and (f) is small. One of
the possible reasons is calibration errors. In fact, the hemispherical synthetic aperture and the

FHFI effectively improved the appearance. However, accurate geometric calibration of virtual
c:uneras is required for the factorization. Another reason is that the FHFI did not completely

remove scatterings due to the low resolution, while the factorization assumes that images have
no scattering.

7.6

Limitations

The resolution of the virtual projectors and cameras is low, because the imaging areas

of

the real projectors and cameras are divided into the virtual areas.

The observable area is narrow because all of the projectors must illuminate and all of the
cameras must observe a common area. To enlarge the area, a large turtleback reflector is
necessary, and it may be difficult to construct.
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.

The factorization is basically an ill-posed problem. For example, we cannot distinguish
between two different scenes

in which a red texture is covered with a colorless film

and a white texture is covered with a red

film.

Some empirical constraints such as the

smoothness of attenuation are necessarv.

7.7

Summarv

We propose a new method of hemispherical confocal imaging. This new imaging technique
enables us to observe clear views of a particular depth in a 3-D scene. The turtleback reflector

designed here can divide the imaging areas so that a projector and a camera mimic a number of virtual projectors and cameras surrounding the scene. The combination of the focused

high frequency illumination and the factorization can illuminate only the particular depth of
interest, and eliminate scattering and attenuation. We have constructed a prototype system and
confirmed the principles of the hemispherical aperture, descattering, and factorization.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this dissertation, I addressed the difficulty in using 8-D reflectance fields as imaging components because of the high dimensionality. So far, 8-D reflectance fields are well known as

carrying useful information that can represent appearances of a target scene under varying illumination. Ideally, with 8-D reflectance fields we can create an image of a scene under arbitrary

illumination in an arbitrary focus and viewpoint.
Here,

I

proposed fundamental techniques for imaging using 8-D reflectance

fields. The

fundamental techniques are how to measure, how to compute, and how to image. For how to
measure,

I

designed the turtleback reflector and developed multiplexed illumination for rapid

measurements. For how to compute,

I

established a unified framework

for computing 8-D

reflectance fields.

Although 8-D reflectance fields are very beneficial, there are no practical measuring devices. To measure 8-D reflectance fields, the measuring directions should cover a whole hemisphere with a target scene at the center.

If

the purpose is not to measure 8-D reflectance fields

but analyze the scene properties, Levoy et al. [20) have already developed a device that uses
synthetic aperture confocal imaging. Howevero this device cannot measure 8-D reflectance

fields on a hemisphere. This is why

I

have developed the turtleback reflector, which is the

optics to measure 8-D reflectance fields. The turtleback reflector is used with a projector and
camera, and consists of

fifty mirrors designed to uniformly locate fifty virtual projectors and

cameras on a hemisphere.

In the system, 8-D reflectance fields can be uniformly measured,

although the resolutions are lower than for a simple device in which a projector and camera are
rotated around a scene, taking a long time. Thus, the turtleback reflector I propose is the first
device for measuring 8-D reflectance fields.
To understand 8-D reflectance fields, I first considered what they can represent on the slices
and on the whole. Although reflectance fields can represent appearances of a 3-D scene, properties that represent how materials reflect incident light can be described as the lower-dimensional
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slices of 8-D reflectance fields. The reflectance property of materials has been used to make re-

alistic computer graphics, where even lower-dimensional reflectance properties are very useful.
Moreover, the reflectance is used to verify the painted or finished surface of industrial products
because

it

shows the change in detail for different illumination directions, so the reflectance

gives micro-scale surface information.

It is through measuring 8-D reflectance fields that we

obtain these useful properties. That is why I have pursued practical use of 8-D reflectance
fields.
One of the problems with measuring 8-D reflectance fields is the device design. This prob-

lem is solved as mentioned above. Another of the problems is the measuring method. The
measurement takes a very long time because of the amount of variation in illumination. The

large variation depends on the complexity of the surface reflectance of objects in the target
scene. So, first of all, I described a rapid measuring method for isotropic BRDFs. Light reflected from a material surface is distributed in various directions even for an incident light ray.

Thus, the reflection distributions for some incident light rays overlap in most directions and
cannot be easily separated. So,

I

separately analyzed the diffuse and specular reflection dis-

tributions. The diffuse reflection distributions can overlap as far as the incident directions are
known because the distribution can be assumed to be uniform in every direction. On the other
hand, the specular reflection distributions do not overlap but tend to be in a narrow angular
range. Therefore, illumination directions can be multiplexed as far as the specular reflection
distributions do not overlap. Here,

I

showed that the reflectance fields could be measured by

multiplexed illumination.
Even

if

the reflectance fields can be measured, we cannot directly make an image from

the data without computations. So, a number of imaging techniques have been developed that
use light fields or reflectance

fields. For example, a 4-D light field can be used to create

a

re-focused image where the focused depth can be changed after capturing the scene, using the
synthetic aperture imaging technique. Using areflectance field with more than four dimensions,
one can synthesize the varying appearances of the scene under various illumination conditions.

However, the techniques are not uniformly described because they are individually proposed

for different devices. Because of this, we have not had guidelines on which dimensions

are

important for specific applications. So, I unified some computational photography techniques
that generate a scene appearance, as a computation of 8-D reflectance fields. To do this, I
presented an imaging method to compute an image from a combination of an 8-D reflectance

field, given illumination light fields, and mask function that achieves the optics used in the
system for each target technique.

I

also confirmed, with the results from using the turtleback
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reflector system, that the framework well duplicates the synthetic aperture imaging technique,
image-based relighting technique, and confocal imaging technique. Ultimately, I proposed the

first imaging framework for computing 8-D reflectance fields.

For many imaging techniques, an entire 8-D reflectance field is not needed. However,
using an entire 8-D reflectance field is beneficial to analytical imaging techniques. To show
the benefit,

I

have developed hemispherical confocal imaging that makes a clear image of a

particular depth in a scene with a hemispherical aperture, focused high frequency illumination,
and factorization of the multi-view image. To make a shallow depth of field, a hemispherical
aperture is synthesized with the turtleback reflector. The focused high-frequency illumination
can theoretically remove the reflection and scattering light

in and out of the target depth of

field by focusing high-frequency patterns from virtual projectors on the depth and significantly
blurring them elsewhere. Thus, when the pattern is shifted, the reflection from the target depth
is changed, while that from the non-target depths is not changed. So, the target reflection can
be acquired as a difference between the reflections. The illumination assumes that the patterns
are significantly blurred out of the depth of field. The hemispherical aperture realizes this. The

differential reflection has the specific characteristic that only a part of the scene in the depth of
field, is illuminated. Because the appearances of obstacles are dark, the occluded region in the

multi-view image can be easily segmented. Thus, the appearances of the target depth can be
analyzed to correct the illuminance of the depth, exploiting the co-axial installations of a virtual

projector and camera; when the observation from the virtual camera is occluded in

a

region, the

illumination from the virtual projector is similarly occluded. This way, the 8-D reflectance field
can be used in imaging techniques by making the observation easier to analyze using arbitrary

illumination conditions.
So far, the techniques for 8-D reflectance fields have not been addressed. However, with
these techniques, using 8-D reflectance fields has become feasible and practical

for various

applications. I have made guidelines about how to use 8-D reflectance fields for imaging.

8.1 Discussion
How far can the unified framework compute?
In my framework, I addressed the computation of an 8-D reflectance field for imaging an appearance of a scene with arbitrary viewpoint and focusing under arbitrary illumination. Here,

the 8-D reflectance field includes every optical effect such as interreflections between objects

in the scene that are, in computer graphics, hard to compute
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because

of the geometric and

photometric information needed. However, the optical effects are not separately stored in the
reflectance fields. Therefore, although the effects can be reproduced in the computed images,

all the effects are composed and cannot be simply separated. For example, if we want just
interreflections, we have to analyze the interreflected scene and cannot use the framework for
this purpose. Ultimately, we can use the framework only for creation of appearances of a target
scene.

Is the turtleback reflector the best device for measuring 8-D reflectance
fields?
The turtleback reflector can make many virtual projectors and cameras on a hemisphere.

It

is

relatively easy to install many projectors and cameras on a hemisphere. Actually, the virtual
projectors and cameras are on a hemisphere, but the arrangement density and resolution are
not very high.

If

a scene is large, the turtleback reflector becomes larger. In this case, actually

installing projectors and cameras can be easier than implementing the turtleback reflector. The
turtleback reflector is appropriate for relatively small measuring systems in which the target
objects are smaller than a projector, because the minimum mirror in my reflector is almost
the same size as the target scene.

If

the mirror is larger than a projector, installing the mirror

becomes more difficult than installing the projector. Eventually, the size of the target scene
decides whether the turtleback reflector is the best device for measuring 8-D reflectance fields.

The turtleback reflector, however, helps to reduce the computational cost.

If

many projec-

tors and cameras are actually arranged, they should be conffolled by many computers. Here,
because virtual projectors and cameras can be controlled by one computer through a projector

and camera, fewer computers are needed. Moreover, the virtual affangement helps synchro-

nization. All the virtual projectors are perfectly synchronized because they consist of parts of
a projection pattern by a real projector. The virtual cameras are synchronized for the same
reason. Therefore, with the turtleback reflector, only a real projector and camera needed to be
synchronized. This is much less difficult than synchronizing many computers, projectors, and
cameras.

However, the turtleback reflector system is inferior to the actually installed system with
respect to the resolution of acquired 8DRFs. So, the reflector might not be suitable for high-

resolution measurements in which a high-resolution projector and camera cannot provide virtual projectors or cameras with sufficient resolutions.
The turtleback reflector is easier to use with a measuring system. One reason is that it can
be more easily implemented

if

a target scene is relatively
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small. Another reason is that it can

be more easily controlled because there are fewer synchronized instruments. Therefore, the
turtleback reflector is not alwavs the best device but is useful for measurine 8DRFs.

Is the 8-D reflectance field reallv useful?
For the same amount of information, the 8-D reflectance field has less resolution than reflectance fields with fewer dimensions.

It is a trade-off

between dimensionality and resolu-

tion of reflectance fields. Moreover, the turtleback reflector unfortunately discards much of the
resolution of the combined real projector and camera. So, it might seem wasteful.

Actually, in this dissertation, the 8-D reflectance fields have not been measured in the best
way, where the resolutions of a real projector and camera are fully leveraged. However, the
8DRF has a powerful ability to analyze scene appearances even

if

the resolutions are low. The

hemispherical confocal imaging, proposed in Chapter 7, is the evidence. The imaging technique needs an 8DRF or a device that can measure 8DRFs. It is based on four-dimensional

illumination and analysis of four-dimensional observation under focused high frequency illumination. Hence, it will not work with reflectance fields of fewer than eight dimensions.
To summarize, although the 8DRF might seem wasteful because the resolution decreases
in exchange for the high dimensionality, it is very useful even if the resolution is low.

8.2

Future Work

Clarifying the relationships among proposed techniques
Although I proposed a unified framework to compute 8-D reflectance fields, the relationships
among computational photography techniques have not been completely clarified.

If they are

clarified, then it may be possible to clarify remaining fields for which combinations of dimensions for illumination and observation have not been implemented.

I suggested hemispherical confocal imaging was one of the remaining fields. The addressed
field is clear because not all eight dimensions have been analyzed. There are many techniques
that analyze multi-view images, while there are fewer techniques that analyze high-dimensional

illuminations. So, there are probably still some remaining fields of reflectance fields with less
than eight dimensions.

Making an entire device precisely
The implemented turtleback reflector is a prototype that implements only a half of my design.

So, the reflector ruranges virtual projectors and cameras on half a hemisphere. For an en-

tire system that has not been implemented, as shown in Figure 3.4, two turtleback reflectors
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should be implemented and combined with two pairs of a real projector and camera for virtual
arrangements all over a hemisphere.

The alignment and calibration of the prototype system are briefly done. Although the system has worked well nevertheless, that is probably because the system measures low-resolution

data, and the misalignment and rough calibration have less influence on the resulting image.
Thus,

if high-resolution

projectors and cameras are used in the entire system, the precision

of

the alignment and calibration should be high.

Rapid measurement of 8-D reflectance fields
Finally, I mention the rapid measurement of 8-D reflectance fields because it is difficult to measure them with simple methods because of the high dimensionality. Thus, rapid measurement

is a future work. The difficulty of measuring reflectance fields is that the illumination cannot
be easily multiplexed. Multiplexed reflection can be restored for each illumination only when
the reflection distributions for each illumination do not overlap. Such multiplexed illumination
has been proposed for isotropic BRDFs in Chapter 5. In the multiplexing technique, I exploited

dichromatic reflection to avoid overlapping reflection by separately considering the reflection
as diffuse and specular

so

reflections. The isotropic BRDF is a three-dimensional reflectance field,

it is a simple case in which the illuminated and observed scenes are the same point.
However, the 8-D reflectance field expresses the appearances of more complicated 3-D

scenes. The multiplexing technique cannot be simply applied to measurements of 8-D reflectance fields. Symmetric photography has been proposed [19] to reduce the measuring time.
However, the device used cannot have the projectors and cameras covering either a whole hemisphere or a large area of a hemisphere. Moreover, the technique assumes the target objects to
be approximately planar for estimating reflection distributions for each illumination. Both our
and their multiplexed techniques assume a tendency for reflection distributions.

Recently, compressive sensing has been used to acquire a reflectance field. This technique
does not assume the target reflectance fields to have any measurementtendencies despite using

multiplexed illumination. The tendencies are considered in the restoration process. Therefore,
the 8-D reflectance field will probably be measured rapidly with compressive sensing.
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